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Few things are more foundational to our humanity than our
ability to communicate. Speech is a milestone celebrated by parents
everywhere, with ﬁrst words recorded and shared with family and
friends around the globe. It’s no wonder then that the protection of
this natural right of ours—the facility to speak one’s mind—made
it into the very ﬁrst amendment to our Constitution.
Despite its fundamental character, however, that revolutionary
ideal is consistently under attack.
Sometimes those attacks are overt. For instance, governments
explicitly preventing individuals from speaking at a rally or some
group marching in a parade because they may be controversial.
More often these days, though, the assault is subtle. Government
will categorize speech diﬀerently depending on the speaker.
Government may allow (or fail to intervene when) hecklers on
state university campuses to thwart the remarks of invited guests
based on some vague notion of oﬀense. Or government may limit
your ability to express support for a political candidate or regulate
the kind of words you can use at work.
You’ll see in this issue that speech is speech, regardless of form
or content. Speech, like our rights more generally, should not be
subject to endorsement for some and demotion for others. When
that’s the case, we all lose.
And that’s why PLF takes the threats to free speech so seriously.
When those with a monopoly on force threaten our rights—as
they also try with property, equality, economic liberty, and
accountable government—PLF, along with our clients and
supporters, takes a stand.
As we have in the past, we know we’ll prevail. That’s something
worth shouting.

PLF’s Supreme Court
cases this term
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How we discovered PLF:
An elevator pitch—in
China
To read more about the
work that PLF is doing,
visit paciﬁclegal.org.

Steven D. Anderson
president & ceo
SWORD&SCALES

Larry Salzman
senior attorney
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Florida. When officials refused to enforce trespass laws to keep tourists
off the Goodwins’ private sandy beach,
the couple marked the boundary with
“Private Property” signs. The county
responded with an ordinance banning
the signs. Although the case involves
the family’s right to exclude strangers
from their property, PLF brought a First
Amendment lawsuit because the county plainly violated the Goodwins’ right
to free speech.
In Seattle, PLF represents a startup
business named Rentberry, which created a website allowing landlords to list
property for rent and allowing tenants
to make auction-style offers for the
rent they are willing to pay. The city recently banned such websites, asserting
they might raise rents in the city. In one
sense, the case is about property and
contract rights. But the city abridges
those rights by silencing the speech of
landlords and tenants, leading PLF to
bring a First Amendment claim.
PLF is committed to the American ideal of individual liberty. Our First
Amendment practice is one aspect of
that commitment, demonstrating that
we will use every constitutional tool
available to effectively secure individual rights against government abuse.
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Standing up against
compelled speech
Deborah La Fetra
senior attorney

“YOU HAVE THE right to remain silent.” Fans of cop shows
are familiar with those words that remind criminal suspects
of their constitutional right to avoid incriminating themselves.
While this guarantee comes from the Fifth Amendment, the
First Amendment freedom of speech also protects the right
to remain silent—a right that PLF has unswervingly defended
for our entire history.
Most frequently, people invoke the First Amendment to
avoid censorship, as in Minnesota Voters Alliance v. Mansky,
which invalidated a Minnesota statute prohibiting voters
from wearing certain apparel in polling places. But there are
two sides to the First Amendment coin—people also have
the right to refrain from speaking. That is, the government
cannot compel you to make or support statements you do
not believe or wish to support.
In our first free-speech case at the U.S. Supreme Court,
Keller v. State Bar of California, we represented then-future
Superior Court Judge Eddie Keller and a couple dozen other
California attorneys who deeply resented having to pay mandatory dues to the state bar for its left-leaning political activism.
The California state courts offered no relief, but the Supreme
Court unanimously held that the State Bar could not require
attorneys to subsidize political or ideological activities that
did not involve regulation of the legal profession or improving
the quality of legal services available to Californians.
PLF attorneys spent the next decade filing multiple lawsuits to force the Bar to comply with Keller. Among the most
noteworthy, we represented Ventura County District Attorney
Michael Bradbury, who was responsible for paying the bar
dues of the 82 attorneys who worked in his office. When he
3
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People also have the right to
refrain from speaking. That is, the
government cannot compel you to
make or support statements you
do not believe or wish to support.

tried not to pay the political portion of those dues, the State
Bar balked. We sued and received a unanimous California
Court of Appeal victory. The court said paying these political
bar dues was the same as using tax-dollars for a direct contribution “to a political party or candidate.” The court concluded
that this “would be worse than totally unnecessary or useless
or without public benefit—it would be a wholly inappropriate
encroachment by government into the political arena, and
thus a waste of public funds.”
We then took this fight to public university campuses, representing UC-Berkeley students who objected to mandatory
“activity fees” that subsidized politically active groups. In
Smith v. Regents of University of California, the California
Supreme Court struck down mandatory student activity fees
used to support student groups that pursue political and
ideological causes. Relying on the principles developed in
Keller, the court held that “the constitutional guarantees of
free speech and association do not permit the state to make
speech a matter of compulsion and coercion.”
SWORD&SCALES

PLF has repeatedly defended the right of workers not
to be compelled to make involuntary payments to support
political or expressive activities with which they disagree.
In Knox v. SEIU, the Supreme Court addressed a public
sector union’s taking of workers’ wages for mid-year politicking, adopting a solution that only PLF advocated for in
its friend-of-the-court brief. It held that unions could extract
mid-year or special assessments from nonmembers only
with their “affirmative consent,” or, as it is sometimes called,
an opt-in requirement. The workers sought the lesser “optout” solution—a notice from the union and the opportunity to
register a dissent to obtain a deduction or refund. The Court
agreed with PLF that workers who have suffered infringement of their First Amendment right to remain silent could
not be forced to register objections; the union must bear the
burden of acquiring consent.
Building on Knox, PLF continued to support workers’
First Amendment rights to refrain from subsidizing public
sector union politicking and advocated for opt-in for annual
PAC I FIC LEGAL.ORG

agency fee payments in Harris v. Quinn and Friedrichs v.
California Teachers Association. Workers, supported by a
coalition of groups that included PLF, finally prevailed in
this year’s blockbuster case, Janus v. AFSCME. Janus held
that the opt-in, affirmative consent requirement that Knox
applied to mid-year special assessments would apply to
every attempt by public sector unions to take money from
non-union workers.
While some organizations long known for their defense
of free speech have retreated in order to avoid upsetting their
supporters who favor group rights over individual rights, PLF
remains steadfast in its defense of First Amendment speech
rights—fighting both censorship and compelled speech for
the benefit of all Americans.
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Another win:

Minnesota free
speech case is
latest PLF victory
at Supreme Court

Commercial
speech
deserves
constitutional
protection

Wen Fa

Caleb Trotter

attorney

IN JUNE, PLF scored one of the biggest First Amendment wins in recent
years with our victory in Minnesota
Voters Alliance v. Mansky (MVA). In
MVA, the U.S. Supreme Court struck
down a broad ban on political apparel
at the polling place. The Minnesota
law at issue prohibited voters from
wearing t-shirts featuring the logo of
groups with “recognizable political
views”—including groups like PLF, the
ACLU, and even Ben and Jerry’s. PLF,
representing a voter who was censured
for wearing a Tea Party t-shirt, secured
a sweeping victory for free speech.
The Supreme Court’s decision is a
boon for the First Amendment rights
of all Americans—in polling places
and beyond. Before MVA, courts routinely declined to vindicate the First
Amendment rights of voters. Lower
courts ruled against Minnesota
Voters Alliance five times before PLF
stepped in to take the case, claiming that Minnesota’s restrictions on
6
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The Supreme Court’s
decision is a boon for
the First Amendment
rights of all Americans—
in polling places and
beyond.
speech were “reasonable.” But as the
Supreme Court made clear, the reasonableness standard doesn’t allow
courts to rubber-stamp laws that
restrict speech, and the free speech
rights of Americans do not end at the
polling place.
That’s significant because many
states still have bans on campaign
apparel. In Texas, officials arrested a
55-year-old voter because he went to
vote in a “basket of deplorables” t-shirt
that parodied Hillary Clinton’s remarks
at a 2016 fundraising event. In other
states, poll workers flagged voters for
wearing Massachusetts Institute of

Technology shirts because the “MIT”
logos were construed as support for
Mitt Romney in the 2012 election. After
MVA, voters who are harassed for passively expressing core political speech
can call on the courts for help.
The decision in MVA is also significant beyond the polling place. The
Court noted that broadly worded laws
give government officials unbridled
discretion to suppress speech they
don’t like. Speech codes on college
campuses, for example, subject students to discipline if they utter words
that an official perceives as “demeaning” or “bothersome.” Liberal administrators might apply this vague term in
a way that suppresses conservative
speech and vice versa.
After MVA, it’s clear that these
laws raise serious First Amendment
concerns. It’s just as clear that PLF will
defend the First Amendment rights of
all Americans—at polling places, on
college campuses, and beyond.
SWORD&SCALES

MICHAEL CEFALI in San Juan Capistrano, CA, and Scott McLean in Alexandria, VA, just wanted to sell their cars.
So they did what any American might
do and put a “for sale” sign in their car
windows. But until PLF stepped in, local bureaucrats fined both men merely
for advertising their vehicles for sale,
claiming that the First Amendment
didn’t protect the sellers because they
were engaged in commercial activity.
Fortunately, Michael and Scott decided to fight back and brought in PLF.
For years, PLF has fought for the right
to speak freely in commerce—and it’s
not just about “for sale” signs.
Commercial speech is a part of
daily life. Most of us see billboards, internet ads, and television spots every
day. This speech serves an important
function of communicating information about goods and services. Sellers
have a right to speak about their products and consumers often rely on that
information when they buy.
Unfortunately, the courts currently treat people differently when they
communicate while doing business
than those who communicate through
politics or art. This judge-made distinction is both inconsistent and unconstitutional and can leave so-called commercial speakers unprotected from
PAC I FIC LEGAL.ORG

Cefali immediately recognized the
city had violated his rights and
called PLF.

burdensome government regulations.
Furthermore, the courts’ inconsistency
causes commercial speakers to face increasing uncertainties in today’s world.
Take music videos, press releases, and social media, for example.
Where does one draw the line between artistic expression and selling
music, or between a major public announcement and selling a product?
Perhaps the most pronounced case of
blurred lines is on social media. For instance, is a corporate Twitter account
engaging in commercial speech when
tweeting sales offers and announcements? What about tweets offering
support for a cause, educating consumers, or teasing the competition?
These are important questions,
but courts struggle to answer them
because they inconsistently treat commercial speech differently than other
types of speech. That doesn’t make any
sense for a number of reasons.
First, there is no philosophical or
historical basis for affording commercial speech less protection than other
categories of speech.

Second, it is often as important to
receive information about the quality of
goods or their prices as it is to hear arguments about the most serious political debate of the day. After all, do most
people spend more time researching
their next vehicle purchase or the candidates on a ballot before voting?
Third, lax judicial oversight means
government can use business regulation to manipulate consumer choices
by suppressing accurate “commercial”
information. Indeed, it is dangerous for
government to pursue any objectives
by using the law to keep people ignorant—and that is as true in commercial
matters as in political or artistic ones.
For these reasons, and others, PLF
advocates that all speech deserves full
First Amendment protection.
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The campus challenge
to free speech:
An anatomy of intolerance
Jim Manley
attorney
Kevin Shaw was told
his free speech rights
only existed in a
616-square-foot box.
By challenging his
school’s policy, Shaw
is also defending the
rights of every student
in the Los Angeles
Community College
District. (Photos
courtesy of Foundation
for Individual Rights
in Education.)

WHEN IT COMES to intolerance, campus administrators
have become innovators, turning the marketplace of ideas
into an ideological breadline. Postage-stamp-size free
speech zones, vague speech codes, and speaker disinvitations are driving a national conversation about intellectual
intolerance on campus. There is no shortage of examples of
the campus speech crisis in action.
Los Angeles’s Pierce College is the latest offender.
Administrators disciplined a student for handing out
Constitutions on campus—because he wasn’t standing in a
disruptive or offensive messages” or define harassment so
tiny “free speech zone” while reminding people of the constibroadly that even gossip and practical jokes are banned.
tutional limits on government power.
The Foundation for Individual Rights in Education recently
The irony was lost on administrators, at least until the stusurveyed the speech codes of 461 colleges and universities;
dent filed a lawsuit. The U.S. Department of Justice weighed
only 37 schools earned a “green light” rating, meaning their polin, rebuking the school’s 616-square-foot, free-speech recticies do not seriously threaten campus expression. The vast
angle—about the size of three parking
majority, 58%, received a yellow light
spots—on the college's sprawling 426- “What is a university’s
rating; and 32% received FIRE’s lowest
acre campus. In January, a court agreed
purpose but to expose grade, a red light rating for enforcing
that the speech zone was subject to conspeech codes that “clearly and substanstudents to new ideas tially restrict freedom of speech.”
stitutional challenge, “because after all,”
the federal judge ruled, “what is a univerMost students seem distressingly
and spark dialogue?”
sity’s purpose but to expose students to
unconcerned about these anti-speech
—Judge Otis D. Wright
new ideas and spark dialogue?”
policies. In March, a Gallup-Knight
Some college administrators, it seems, dispute the
Foundation poll reported that about 30% of college students
value of new ideas and dialogue entirely. Georgia’s Gwinnett
support shouting down controversial guest speakers, up
College stopped a student from speaking about his religious
from 22% two years ago. More alarming, one in ten—almost
faith because it “disturbed the comfort of persons.” Vague
two million college students—condone violence against
and restrictive speech codes like the one at Gwinnett are
people based on their viewpoints. More alarming still, 15% of
chilling dialogue on campuses nationwide. Speech codes
college presidents agree that it is sometimes acceptable to
narrow the range of acceptable opinion by prohibiting “any
shout down a visiting speaker.

These anecdotes of intolerance are symptomatic of
a broader threat to diversity of viewpoints that extends to
the corporate world. Outside the campus bubble, Google
made headlines when it fired engineer James Damore for
even questioning Google’s diversity policies in an internally
circulated memorandum. While Apple urged its customers
to “Think Different,” Google’s firing of Damore follows the
example of campus speech policies and reads an oppressive “Don’t” in front of that slogan.
Probably the most ominous data point of all demonstrates a fundamental misunderstanding about the value of a
free society that is fueling this embrace of intolerance: more
than half of college students say that promoting an inclusive
society is a higher priority than protecting free speech.
But inclusiveness and freedom are essential allies. Free
speech requires inclusivity because it demands tolerance of
competing viewpoints. An institutional commitment to free
speech is a commitment to welcoming genuine diversity of
ideas, forms of expression, and values. The melting pot of
ideas may lead to conflict, but it’s how we confront ideas we
disagree with that defines us as Americans.
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PLF is taking action to make sure students have the
opportunity to understand the importance of preserving all
our rights, including the freedom of speech.
PLF’s recent U.S. Supreme Court victory on behalf of
political activists in Minnesota Voters Alliance v. Mansky will
also pay dividends in the campus free speech fight. As Wen
Fa explains on page six, the vague ban on political apparel at
the voting booth struck down in MVA bears a strong resemblance to the vague campus speech codes detailed above.
And the Court’s willingness to apply genuine judicial scrutiny
to Minnesota’s location-based ban on speech puts campus
speech zones on the chopping block, too.
Nowhere is the need for open debate more important
than on America’s college campuses. Students maturing into
adults must be confronted with new ideas, especially ideas
with which they disagree, if they are to become informed
and responsible members of a free society. Freedom can be
risky. But we must take that chance, because committing
to freedom is the only way to protect individual liberty and
foster a civil society.
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There’s no
“professional
speech”
exception
to the First
Amendment

Ebis commosa
volore sit re volupis
esserchil el ipsunt
od estiant quid.

Appreciation for a First
Amendment champion,
and high hopes
for his successor
Jonathan Wood
attorney

President Ronald Reagan nominated Anthony
Kennedy to the Supreme Court in 1983.

Mark Miller
senior attorney

I N J U N E , T H E U.S. Supreme Court
came down 5–4 on the side of free
speech in National Institute of Family
and Life Advocates v. Becerra. While
PLF was not involved, it is noteworthy
that the Court’s holding supports PLF’s
view of professional speech—that the
First Amendment protects the rights
of individuals—regardless of their profession—to speak or not speak their
minds without government retribution.
The professional speech doctrine, essentially an exception to the
First Amendment carved out by lower
courts, focuses on the speech of
individuals who provide personalized
service to clients, such as real estate
agents, dieticians, and financial advisors. Where courts have applied the
doctrine, professionals subject to
licensing and regulatory schemes
have their speech regulated—and even
compelled, as in this case—without full
First Amendment protections.
The Brookings Institution recently
estimated that one-quarter of American
workers must obtain a license to work
in their profession, making the potential reach of the “professional speech”
10

exception to the First Amendment
broad indeed.
Writing for the Court in NIFLA,
Justice Clarence Thomas rejected the
notion that certain people, because
of their chosen occupation, are due
less constitutional protection for their
speech. In doing so, Thomas pointed
to Wollschlaeger v. Governor of
Florida, an Eleventh Circuit case that
upheld the free speech rights of medical doctors in Florida. In that case,
PLF attorneys Deborah La Fetra and
Caleb Trotter submitted a friend-ofthe-court brief setting out that there
is no principled reason to distinguish
between professional and non-professional speech. PLF has also
advocated for full First Amendment
protection for veterinarians (Hines v.
Alldredge) and tour guides (Kagan v.
City of New Orleans).

“Freedom of speech
secures freedom of
thought and belief.”
—Justice Anthony Kennedy
In NIFLA, Justice Anthony Kennedy
authored a concurrence comparing
the California law at issue to the laws
proposed by “relentless authoritarian
regimes” known throughout history to
stifle free speech. Kennedy concluded
that “[f]reedom of speech secures
freedom of thought and belief.”
This conclusion should reassure
all Americans. But the closeness of the
5–4 decision reminds us once again
that, as American abolitionist Wendell
Phillips said, “Eternal vigilance is the
price of liberty.”
SWORD&SCALES

AT THE END of the last term, Justice Anthony Kennedy
Justice Kennedy also wrote the opinion in Packingham v.
announced his retirement from the U.S. Supreme Court.
North Carolina, striking down the state’s overly broad ban on
Although his considerable power as the Court’s “swing jussocial media use by registered sex offenders. Acknowledging
tice” occasionally made him a controversial figure, Kennedy’s
the importance of the state’s interests in protecting children,
place in the Court’s history should be defined by his deep
he concluded that a state could not bar “access to what for
appreciation for the role of free speech in our Constitution
many are the principal sources for knowing current events,
and society. Hopefully our next Justice will continue his
checking ads for employment, speaking and listening in
commitment to a strong First Amendment.
the modern public square, and otherwise exploring the vast
Perhaps more than any of his colleagues, Kennedy
realms of human thought and knowledge.” In other words,
recognized the human impact of the Court’s work. He
the state may police and punish crimes, but it can’t use that
believed that, even if a majority
as an excuse to ban people from
of Americans may disapprove of
the internet.
elements of a person’s private
Kennedy’s commitment to
life, all people “retain their dignity
First Amendment values carried
as free persons”—and the Court
through to his final term. He voted
must come to their aid when their
with the majority of his colleagues
liberty is threatened.
in Minnesota Voters Alliance v.
Kennedy also appreciated the
Mansky. That case, PLF’s 10th
Constitution’s promise of ever-exSupreme Court victory, struck
—Justice Anthony Kennedy
panding liberty, noting that “as the
down Minnesota’s vague ban on
Constitution endures, persons in every generation can invoke
political apparel at the polling place, which invited arbiits principles in their own search for greater freedom.” In that
trary enforcement.
vein, Kennedy will be remembered by many as the justice who
In one of his final opinions, Kennedy concurred with the
most expanded equal protections to gays and lesbians.
Court’s decision to strike down a California law compelling
Kennedy authored the Supreme Court’s Citizens United v.
pro-lifers to spread the state’s pro-choice message. He
FEC decision, perhaps the Court’s most important politiwrote separately to admonish the state that it isn’t progrescal speech case in the past decade. Writing the majority
sive to force people to say what they don’t believe. Instead,
opinion, he rejected the federal government’s claim that it
“it is forward thinking” to appreciate the First Amendment’s
could ban movies and books critical of politicians and candilessons “and to carry those lessons onward as we seek to
dates. “Speech,” he explained, “is an essential mechanism of
preserve and teach the necessity of freedom of speech for
democracy, for it is the means to hold officials accountable
the generations to come.”
to the people.” Consequently, allowing politicians to censor
We can only hope Kennedy’s successors will share his
their critics would pose a significant threat to our democracy.
commitment to these principles.

“Speech,” he explained, “is
an essential mechanism
of democracy, for it is the
means to hold officials
accountable to the people.”
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A stellar victory
for free speech
in Florida

An everyday hero in the
battle to restore property
rights protections

Jeremy Talcott

Kathy Hoekstra

attorney

development
communications officer

W H E N N A N C Y N E M H A U S E R and Lubomir
(Lubek) Jastrzebski painted their house in the
likeness of Vincent van Gogh’s “The Starry Night,”
they didn’t expect to become a national sensation.
But that’s exactly where they found themselves
after city officials trampled their First Amendment
rights by ordering them to remove the mural and
threatening them with significant fines.
In January, Nancy and Lubek faced a code
enforcement order to repaint their house while
fines of $100 a day piled up. The family felt bullied
by the city—they believed their mural was lawful
as well as beautiful, but the rising fines put them
at risk of losing their home.
As our litigation team reviewed the city
code, we realized the city’s sign ordinance was
unconstitutional in more ways than one—it was
content-based and vague, violating both free
speech and due process.
In February, Nancy and Lubek sued, asking
a federal judge to stop the coercive fines until
he could rule on our constitutional claims. The
judge granted our motion the next day. Soon
after, the city threw in the towel and offered its
proposed settlement.
The long ordeal surrounding the colorful
mural on their Mount Dora, Florida, home ended
with a bang as numerous cameras carried the
city’s public apology on live TV. After a unanimous
vote by the city council, the family is free to complete their “Starry Night” mural, protected from
any further harassment, while the city revises its
unconstitutional sign code.
But as Nancy told CBC Radio in Canada,
the apology went the furthest for her husband,

M A R G A R E T T H AT C H E R once
said, “You may have to fight a battle
more than once to win it.”
PLF attorney Dave Breemer knows
this full well, having fought the same
property rights battle for the past 15
years. And sometimes one everyday
person makes the difference.
On October 3, Rose Knick, owner
of a small farm in rural Pennsylvania,
will take her case to the U.S. Supreme
Court, where Breemer will argue
for overturning Williamson County
Regional Planning Commission v.
Hamilton Bank.
Williamson County is a 1985
Supreme Court precedent that created

12

Nancy and Lubomir painted their
house in the hopes that it will be
a landmark for their son Chip,
who has autism.

who grew up behind the Iron Curtain
in Poland:
“He's a very proud American and
wants to be able to enjoy his constitutional rights. He felt that what the city
did was wrong and that they should
apologize.... To him, the apology was
probably worth more than anything.”
Nancy and Lubek went from feeling hopeless to celebrating a total
victory in just six months. Reporters
asked Lubek when he knew he was
going to win. He answered, “The day I
signed a contract with PLF. They said
they were willing to fight for us all the
way to the Supreme Court if necessary,
and I knew then that we would win.”

Since 1970, Knick has enjoyed
the peace and quiet of her farm,
where she raises horses.

SWORD&SCALES
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a new rule barring property owners
from federal courts. Simply put, the
rule says when government takes private property without just compensation, landowners can’t go straight
to federal court. Instead, they must
exhaust all claims at state courts first.
When combined with other procedural
maneuvers, there’s little chance property owners will ever see justice for
their property takings.
“Williamson County is the most
unjust and damaging property
rights decision of the modern era,”
Breemer says. “It has turned the Fifth
Amendment’s Takings Clause—one of
the most important individual rights—
into a toothless ‘paper’ right. Property
owners’ complaints just disappear.”
For 33 years, Williamson County
has shut courtroom doors to property
rights victims and stymied efforts
by PLF attorneys and others to both
help these victims and seek Supreme
Court review.
That changed in March when the
High Court announced it will take up
Knick v. Scott Township, Pennsylvania,
in which PLF represents Rose.
Rose lives alone on a quiet farm in
rural Pennsylvania. Township officials
showed up one day and ordered her
to allow public access to an alleged
burial site on her property. She sued,
claiming she was subject to a “taking”

At a news conference February 15,
LaShawn Robinson explained that for
16 years she tried to get her son into
a magnet school without success.

under the Fifth Amendment. Even
though her claim is a federal one, the
federal courts refused to hear the
case—because of Williamson County.
No other constitutional protection
gets such second-class treatment.
Take the First Amendment. If
police prevented Rose from staging a
peaceful sit-in on the township hall’s
front lawn (say, to protest an unjust
graveyard law), thus violating her rights
to assemble and express herself, a federal court couldn’t refuse Rose’s case.
Knick has the potential to put all
federal rights on equal footing. And
while the case represents a career
conquest for Breemer, he gives Rose
full credit.
“We wouldn’t be here without
Rose’s boundless courage. Many
everyday Americans and their attorneys would have given up a long time
ago—as they’ve done for 33 years,”
Breemer says. “Not Rose. I’m humbled by her grit and I’m grateful for the
opportunity to vindicate her rights at
the highest court in the land.”
Breemer adds that for Rose, the
battle isn’t just about keeping strangers off her property.
“It’s more important to Rose that
her case has the potential to give
thousands of everyday Americans
just like her the courtroom access
they deserve.”
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PLF’s Supreme Court cases this term:

How we discovered PLF:
An elevator pitch—in China

October 1, 2018:
Weyerhaeuser v. United States Fish & Wildlife Service
The U.S. Supreme Court opens the
fall term with the famous “phantom
frog” case involving PLF client Edward
Poitevent and other Louisiana property owners including Weyerhaeuser
Company. Federal regulators declared
more than 1,500 acres of their land as
a critical habitat for the dusky gopher
frog—a species not seen in the state
for more than 50 years.
Neither the Endangered Species
Act nor congressional intent justifies
such government-sanctioned property theft.

October 2,
2018:

Jack Hartpence
donor relations officer
Left to right: Amelia and Warren Koenig;
Richard Bartel; and Ellen Stok.

Gundy v.
United States
The Constitution gives
Congress the power to
write laws, but it is forbidden to delegate that power
to the executive branch.
Doing so allows unelected
bureaucrats to make rules

VISIT PACIFICLEGAL.ORG/GOPHERFROG

October 3, 2018:

binding on the public without political accountability.
In Gundy, Congress
expressly asked the

Knick v. Scott Township, Pennsylvania

Attorney General to decide
a major issue it couldn’t
agree on in a statute.

In 2013, government agents forced
Rose Knick to allow public access to
a suspected gravesite on her farmland.
Rose sued over the unconstitutional
property taking. But a federal court
refused to hear her federal claim, citing the 1985 Supreme Court decision
Williamson County.
Rose is asking the Court to overturn this precedent so property rights
are on equal footing with other rights
such as due process and free speech.

PLF's friend-of-the-court
brief urges the Court
to strike down that law
and reinvigorate the
“nondelegation” doctrine,
so Congress can’t dodge
accountability by sloughing off its lawmaking
responsibilities.
VISIT

VISIT PACIFICLEGAL.ORG/KNICK
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SWORD&SCALES

RICHARD BARTEL and Ellen Stok
discovered Pacific Legal Foundation
in 2008 in the most unlikely place—an
elevator in Lijiang, China.
The Aptos, California, couple was
on a round-the-world charter flight,
when their stop in Tibet was diverted
to the far-off southwest Chinese village of Lijiang.
The chance encounter happened
while waiting for the hotel elevator.
“Next to me was a tall older
Caucasian gentleman, which you
don't see many of in remote China,”
recounts Ellen. “So I decided to initiate
a cordial conversation.”
It turns out that the gentleman,
Dr. Warren Koenig, and his wife, Amelia,
were also from California, a stone's
throw from the Bartel-Stok home.
“I was floored,” Ellen says. “Here we
are in a remote part of China and they
came from the next town over.”
The elevator conversation quickly
turned to home, and the Bartel-Stok's
plans to build an Accessory Dwelling
Unit (ADU), on their property.
That struck a nerve with Warren,
who told them about the stifling
bureaucracy he experienced at the
hands of the Santa Clara County
Planning Department when building
his home. While still in front of the
PAC I FIC LEGAL.ORG

elevator, Warren offered this advice: “You
might want to check out PLF. They're a very
worthwhile organization.”
Once back home, the couples reconnected, became dear friends, and the
Bartel-Stoks joined PLF.
At that time, Richard and Ellen were
jumping through the county’s many regulatory hoops to start building their ADU. One
outrageous rule required them to rent only
to a low-income tenant.
That’s when two pieces of mail arrived.
First, a letter from the county saying the
low-income housing rule no longer applied.
“Then, lo and behold, we get our very
first PLF newsletter,” Richard says. “And
what's the headline article? ‘We just won
a lawsuit in Santa Cruz County to stop
the county from forcing people to rent to
low-income housing.’ So, from that standpoint, we benefited from PLF almost immediately after we became members.”
Even after 10 years, Ellen says they’re
all still amazed at how one chance encounter had such a remarkable impact.
“Government overreach leaves a real
bad taste in our mouths,” she says. “And
that's why we believe wholeheartedly in
PLF’s mission. But we would have never
crossed paths with PLF if we had not met
Warren and Amelia. And we would have
never met them if not for an elevator in a
remote part of China.”

The Constitution
is clear:
free speech is
essential to
personal liberty.
Thank you
for entrusting
Pacific Legal
Foundation to
fight government
forces that seek to
silence everyday
Americans.
For more information and
ways to contribute, visit
pacificlegal.org/donate.

Every
contribution
protects liberty.

join the
fight today!
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I FOUGHT
THE LAW
AND I WON
WITH PLF.
Scott McLean.
First Amendment case winner.
SEE PAGE 7

